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A problem of V. Chvital is solved. It is proved that if P is a vertically convex 
lattice polygon with vertical and horizontal sides then the minimum number of the 
rectangles in P which cover P is equal to the maximum cardinality of the point sets 
such that any two elements induce a rectangle (with vertical and horizontal sides) 
not contained by the polygon P. This result is the best possible in some sense. 
Actually the following conjecture of A. Frank is proved which implies this theorem. 
A sequence of intervals I ,,..., Z, is U-increasing if Ur:: Zj # LJ,“,, Ij for k = 
2,3,..., m. The set of intervals P is a generating set for the set of intervals 2 if 
every element of 3 is a union of members of Y. We prove the conjecture that for 
any set of intervals 3, the minimum size of a generating set Y for 7 is equal to 
the maximum size of a U-increasing sequence of intervals with members from .9. 
F,l 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A board is a finite set of unit squares lying in the plane whose corners 
have integer coordinates. A rectangle is a subset of the board whose union is 
rectangular. A cover of a board B is a collection of rectangles whose union 
is equal to B. (That is, the rectangles of a cover may overlap but they must 
be contained in B.) An antirectangle in B is a set of squares in B no two of 
which are contained in a common rectangle. It is obvious that any cover has 
to contain at least as many rectangles as any antirectangle has squares. Thus 
if O(B) is the minimum number of rectangles in a cover of B and a(B) is the 
maximum number of squares in an antirectangle of B then a(B) < O(B). 
Chvital originally conjectured that a(B) = O(B) for any finite board B. In 
general, this is false. First Szemerkdi [4] found a counterexample with a 
“hole” (Fig. l), then Chung [2] found the simply connected counterexample 
in Fig. 2. Recently Chaiken, Kleitman, Saks, and Shearer [ I] proved a 
weakened version of the conjecture that equality does hold if B is horizon- 
tally and vertically convex, i.e., whenever two squares in B are on the same 
horizontal or vertical line, all squares between them are in B. Here we prove 
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FIGURE 1 
THEOREM 1. a(B) = O(B) for anyfmite, vertically convex board B. 
Considering the counterexample in Figure 2, this is the most general 
possible version of the conjecture in some sense. 
To prove Theorem 1, A. Frank proposed another conjecture on sets of 
intervals in a line. We call a sequence I, ,..., I, of nonempty intervals U- 
increasing if Ujzt Ij z Uj”=, Ij for k = 2,3,..., m. For a finite set S of 
intervals, let 
a’(S) := max{m: there exists a U-increasing sequence of m members in S). 
We say that a set G of intervals generates the set S of intervals if for any 
S, E S there exists a subset G’ c G such that S, = UIEGI I. (G need not be a 
subset of S.) Let 
O’(S) := min{(G(: G generates S}. 
A. Frank conjectured the following 
THEOREM 2. a’(S)=O’(S)f or any finite set S of intervals. 
As A. Frank noticed, Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1. Let us see this 
argument. 
Let B be a vertically convex board. Consider the intersections of B with 
the horizontal lines. Every intersection consists of some disjoint intervals. 
FIGURE 2 
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Project these intervals orthogonally on a fixed horizontal line L and let S be 
the set of these projection intervals. 
Suppose that I I ,..., I, is a U-increasing sequence of intervals in S. Let 
L ,,..., L, be a sequence of horizontal lines such that Ii occurs among the 
intervals constituting L,n B for j = 1,2 ,..., m. Let J, ,..., J,,, be intervals in 
L , ,..., L, which correspond to some constituting interval of the nonempty 
sets I,, I, - I,, I, - lJj’= I Ij ,..., I,,, - Uy=-i’ Ij, respectively. Choose the unit 
squares S, ,..., S, so that Sin Ji f 0 for i= I,..., m. It is easy to see that 
is 1 ,..., S,} is an antirectangle in B, and so a(B) > a’(S) = m. 
Suppose that {G, ,..., G,} is a generating system of S. Let R, ,..., R, be 
maximal rectangles in B such that the projections of R, ,..., R, on L are 
G I ,..., G,, respectively. Let X be a point of B, let L, be the horizontal line 
containing X, let I, E S be the projection of the intersection interval 
containing X and let Y be the projection of X on L. Then there is an index 
i E {l,..., m) such that YE Gi and G, c I,. If R, did not contain the subin- 
terval H, of L, n B which corresponds to G, then the rectangle between Hi 
and Ri is a subset of B by the vertical convexity of B and then Ri could have 
been defined greater, containing Hi. Thus X E Ri, O(B) < O’(S) = m. Then 
a(B) = O(B) by the trivial inequality a(B) < O(B). 
We note that Theorem 2 seems to be a minimax theorem of new type. It 
does not seem to be related to the well-known minimax theorems of graph 
theory and combinatorics. 
For technical reasons we prove a slightly different and more general 
theorem. It deals with pairs of subpaths in a path 0,~~ ... u,. Further fix the 
path U,V, a.. v, and direct it: call v1 and v, the upper and lower endpoint of 
this path, respectively. Then vjvk will denote the subpath of v, v2 .a. v, from 
Vj t0 Vk* In keeping with the direction of v, v2 .a. v,, we define the upper and 
lower endpoints of subpaths P of v, v, and denote them by u(P) and l(P), 
respectively. Let 9 be an arbitrary set of pairs of subpaths in u, v,. If for 
every pair (P, P*) E Y 
(1) P consists of at least two points, 
(2) P* c P, P* consists of at least two points, 
(3) I(P*) = I(P) if l(P) # v, and u(P*) = u(P) if u(P) # v, 
then we say Y to be a good system of pairs of paths. We say that the pair 
(P, P*) is upper-free (lower-free) if u(P*) 75 u(P) (l(P*) # l(P)). 
A sequence of pairs (P,, Pr),..., (P,,,, P,*) is called U-increasing if 
E(P$) - Uf:: E(P,) # 0 for k = 1,2,..., m, where E(G) denotes the edge-set 
of the graph G. The edge-set n(P,, Pt) := E(P,*) - Uf:: E(P,) # 0 is called 
the new part of the pair (Pk, P$) in the sequence (P, , PT),..., (Pm, P,*) for 
k = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
We say that a set g of subpaths of v, v, generates 9 or .Y is a generating 
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system of 9’ if for any (P, P*) E 9, there exists a subset 9” of jr such that 
EP*) = UEEF E(R) c E(P). Now let 
a”(9) := max(m: 3U-increasing sequence of m members in Y}, 
O”(9) := min{ I.!? I: .Y generates 9). 
We prove the following 
THEOREM 3. For every good system 9, a”(9) = O”(9). 
Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3. Let X be the set of 
the endpoints of the intervals in S. Join the points x E X to its neighbouring 
points of X in the line. Then we get a path v1 v2 . . . vn and the intervals in S 
and some subpaths of the path vrv, correspond to each other. Thus 
Theorem 2 is the special case of Theorem 3 with 9 = {(PI, PF),..., 
(P,, P,*)} where P, ,..., P, are the subpaths of the path v, v, corresponding to 
the intervals in S and Pi* = Pi for i = 1, 2 ,..., s. 
2. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
In this section, fix a good system 9’. We may assume that the upper 
boundary point vq of UCP,P*)Ey P* is v,, otherwise we can delete the points 
v, ,..., vq- r from all intervals, it will not change U-increasingness or 
generation. Similarly, we may assume that the lower boundary point of 
U tp,p~~E~P* is v,. 
Now we prove a lemma which states a bit more than the inequality 
a”(SP) Q O”(9). 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that ,I? = (G, ,..., Gk) is a generating system of the 
good system 9 and that (P, , Pf),..., (P,, Pm*) is a U-increasing sequence of 
pairs in 9. Then there exists a path Gi, such that Gi, d u{l: Pi, Gij c Pj, 
n(Pj, Pj*)n E(G,,) # 0 for j= 1,2 ,..., m and so of course m < k, 
a”(Y) < O”(9). Furthermore if m = k then n(Pj, P,?) c E(Gj,) also holds 
forj= I,2 ,..., m. 
Proof. For j= 1, 2,..., m, consider an edge ej E n(P,, P,?). Then there 
exists an element G,] of ZY which contains e, and is a subpath of Pi, by the 
definition of generatmg. These paths Gil,..., Glm obviously satisfy the desired 
conditions. Furthermore these conditions imply that the paths Gil,..., G1, are 
distinct and so m Q k, a”(9) Q O”(Y). Now if m = k then there is no 
further element of 5 so any edge e, E n(P,, P/*) has to be contained by Gij 
(j = 1, 2,..., m). Thus if m = k then n(P,, Pi*) c E(G,,) also holds. 
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Before proving the inequality a”(Y) > O”(Y), notice that for any 
element G of any generating system we may assume that u(G,) = u(P) and 
l(Gi) = I(R) for some (P, P*) E 9 and (Z?, R *) E 9. If it is not the case 
then we can enlarge G to the first upper and lower endpoint. If for a pair 
(S, S*) E 9, the path S contained G then S will contain also this enlarged 
G, obviously. In the proof, we refer to this fact as to the maximality of the 
members of the generating systems. 
Now we prove the other inequality a”(Y) > O”(Y). 
If a”(Sp)=m= 1 then let G, = nCP,P*,EYP. If there is a pair 
(P, P*) E 9 such that E(P*) & E(G,) then there exists a pair (PO, PC) E 9 
such that E(P*) & E(P,) and then (PO, PO*), (P, P*) is a U-increasing 
sequence in 9, a contradiction. 
Suppose that 9 is a counterexample with minimum a”(9) = m > 2 and 
with minimum number of pairs of paths among the counterexamples with 
a” = m. We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1. There exists a U-increasing sequence of pairs (R,, RF),..., 
(R,, R$) in 9 with maximum cardinality such that there exist an edge 
vqvl7+ 1 E n(R,, R,*) and paths Ri, and Ri2 (1 < i,, i, < m - 1) with R,, c 
V q+,v, and Rizcv,vq. 
Let vPv, (p < s) be the maximal path containing vqvq+ i such that 
E(v,v,) n (lJ YE-i’ E(Ri)) = 0. It is obvious that the sequence (R, , R : ),..., 
(R,,-, , Rz-,) can be reordered so that the first members are subpaths of 
v,v,,, the other ones are subpaths of v,v, and the sequence remains U- 
increasing. So we may assume that lJi=, Ric vlvp, Uy!;:, Ric v,v, for 
some t E { 1,2 ,..., m - 2}. Now let 
Y1:= {(pl,P*l)=(Pnv,v,,P*n~,~,):(P,P*)E~, 
qP*) n E(v, v,) z 0). 
Then 9’ is a good system, obviously. If (Q:, Q:‘),..., (Q:,,, Q&!J is a U- 
increasing sequence in Y’ then (R t+,,K++A.-, Rn-,,R,*-,I, <Q,, Qf-L 
(Q1+*, Q,*,,) is a U-increasing sequence of m + 1 members in Y, a 
contradiction. But (R , , RF) ,..., (RI,R,*), (Rk,R,*‘) is a U-increasing 
sequence in 9 I, so a”(9’) = t + 1 < m. Thus by the minimality of the 
counterexample and Lemma 1, there exists a generating system 
{G i,..., G,, GA} of 9’ such that n(R,, R,*)cE(G,), GicRi for i= 1,2 ,..., t 
and n(R k, Rz ‘) c E(GA), GA c R k. Similarly, if 
~*:={(~*,P**)=(~nv,v,,P*nv,v,):(~,P*)~~, 
V*) nE(v,v,) f 0) 
then 9* is a good system, a”(,*) = m - t < m, (RI+,, RF+,) ,..., 
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(4-,9R~-,), (R;Jc2) is a U-increasing sequence in Y2 and there exists 
a generating system (G,, i ,..., G,,- i , Gi} of Y2 such that n(Ri, RT) c E(G,), 
GicRi for i=t+ l,...,m- 1 and n(Ri,Rz2)cE(Gi), G~cR~. NOW we 
prove that {G,,..., G,- 1, G, = GA U Gi} is a generating system of Y. The 
paths Gi and Gi have the edge u,u,+, in common so GA U Gi is a path. 
NOW let (P, P*) E y be an arbitrary pair of paths. Then the pair (P’, P*‘) 
is generated by {Gr,..., G,, GA}, the pair (P2, P*2) is generated by 
Gi} and so (P, P*) is generated by {G G;, G2}. If 
~~'~~i'iGa"nd1~P2, P*2) are generated by {Gi,..., G,/‘&lT&:‘,,..., G,“-,I, 
resp., then {G, ,..., G,-, } generates (P, P*), obviously. Suppose that we have 
to use GA to generate (P', P*'). Then v9u4+ 1 E E(P'). If 
E(P*)nE(v,u,) # 0 then Gi has to be used to generate (P2, P*2) so 
Gi c P and instead of GA and Gi, we can use G, to generate (P, P*). If 
E(P*) nE(v,v,) = 0 and we have to use GA to generate (P', P*') then 
P* ’ c u i up, (P, P*) is lower-free so up u,, c P and instead of GA, we can use 
G, to generate (P, P*). It can be proved similarly that if Gi has to be used 
to generate (P2, P*2) then instead of GA and Gi, the path G, can be used to 
generate the pair (P, P*). Thus we proved that {G, ,..., G,} is a generating 
system of Y, O”(9) < a”(Y), a contradiction. 
Case 2. There is no U-increasing sequence of m members in 9 with 
such an edge v, vq+ , . 
Let u=n if u(P)=v, for every pair (P,P*)EY and let u=min(i> 1: 
there exists (P, P*) E 9 with u(P) = vi} otherwise and similarly, let I= 1 if 
I(P) = u,, for every pair (P, P*) E 9 and let 1= max{i < n: there exists 
(P, P*) E 9 with l(P) = Vi} otherwise. 
Again let (R,, RF),..., (R,, Rz) be a U-increasing sequence in 9 with 
maximum cardinality. Then by the symmetry, without loss of generality, we 
may assume that the upper boundary point u, of Uy!-i’ Ri is not V, and 
E(Rz) nE(u,u,) # 0. Now u(R,) = v,, otherwise let (Q, Q*) be a pair with 
u(Q*)= vi and then (RI, RF),..., (R,, R,*), (Q, Q*) is a U-increasing 
sequence of m + 1 members in 9, a contradiction. Further V, = U, because if 
there is a pair (P, P*) E Y with u(P) E {Us,..., u,-,} then let (Q, Q*) E 9 
be a pair with u(Q*)=u, and (R,,R:),...,(R,_,,R~_,), (P,P*), (Q,Q*) 
is a U-increasing sequence of m + 1 members in 9, a contradiction. 
Suppose that 9 contains a lower-free pair (PO, P$) such that P, # u, v,. 
We may suppose that (PO, P$) is a lower-free pair of minimal first 
component. Now if a”(9 - {(PO, PO*)}) = m - 1 then there is a generating 
system {G, ,..., G,-,} of 9 - {(PO, PO*)} and then {G, ,..., G,,,-,, G, = P,} is 
a generating system of 9, 9 is not a counterexample, a contradiction. So 
a”(9 - {(PO, PO*)}) = m and by the minimality of the counterexample 9, 
O"(9 - {(P,,P,*)})= m also holds. Let .Y = {G, ,..., G,} be a generating 
system of 9 - {(PO, PO*)}. Then 9 - {(PO, PO*)} contains a pair (P,, Pf) 
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with u(PF) = u,. Then the generating system F contains some elements Gi 
with u(Gj) = u,. Let G, be the shortest such element of 5. Now let 
where 
9’ = {(P, P*‘) : (P, P*) E 9, P* & G, if G, c P) 
(“‘*‘) = I 
(P, p*) if G,dP 
(P, P* - E(G,)) if G,cP. 
Then 9’ is obviously a good system. Now (G,,..., G,-,} is a generating 
system of 9’ - {(PO, PO*“)} and cz”(9’ - {(PO, PO*“)}) = m - 1 but 9 is a 
counterexample and a generating system of 9’ together with G, is a 
generating system of 9, so cz”(Y’) = m. Then there exists a U-increasing 
sequence (Q,, Qf”) ,..., (Q,, Q,*“) in 9’ and every U-increasing sequence of 
m members in 9’ contains (PO, PO*“) = (PO, P$). The sequence (Q,, Q;h),..., 
(Q,, Qx) is a U-increasing sequence in 9 so E(Qz) - UT=<’ E(Qi) is either 
completely above UT=;’ Qi or (partly or completely) below Uj’=-,’ Qi* 
If E(Q,*) - U~=;‘E(Q,) is partly or completely below Uy=;’ Qi then 
(Q,, Qz) = (PO, P$) = (Q,, Qz”) and it can be replaced with a pair 
(Q, Q*“) such that /(Q*“) = u, unless G, = ui ZJ,, and Q = o, v, for every 
pair (Q, Q*) with l(Q*) = 0,. If this replacing can be done then we get a U- 
increasing sequence of m members in 9’ which does not contain the pair 
(PO, PO*“), a contradiction. So we may assume that G, = u,u,, and Q = viv, 
for any pair (Q, Q*) with I(Q*) = v, . Now the lower boundary point of 
Ur=!’ Q, is u, because otherwise choosing (Q, Q*) and (Q,, Q,*) so that 
l(Q) = v,,,, 4Qo> = ~1, the sequence <Q,, Qf%..9 <Q,-,, Qi-,I, (Q,, Q,?), 
(Q, Q*) is a U-increasing sequence in 9, a contradiction. (If uI = V, then 
E(Q,*) - lJ~=-,,’ E(Qi) cannot be below U~=~’ Qi.) Thus E(P,*) n 
E(u,u,) # 0. Now let 
Y3={(P,P*3):(P,P*)EY,P*dPoifPocP} 
where 
tpp p* ‘) = I 
tp, p*) if PO&P 
(P, P* - E(P,)) if PO c P. 
Now Y3 is a good system, obviously. If a”(~“) = m - 1 then there is a 
generating system {H, ,..., H, _ 1 } of Y3 by the minimality of the counterex- 
ample and then {H, ,..., H,,- 1, H,,, = PO} is a generating system of 9, a 
contradiction. So a”(9’) = m and let (S,, S:‘),..., (S,, Sz3) be a U- 
increasing sequence in Y3. If this sequence does not contain any pair 
(S, S*) with 1(S)= u, then choosing (Q, Q*) so that I(Q*) = v., the 
sequence (S,, &+%.., (S,,, , SZ), (Q, Q*) is a U-increasing sequence in 9, a 
contradiction. Suppose that (S,, S,*) is the first pair in the sequence with 
/(Sk) = v,. Now either (S,, S,*) is a lower-free pair or not, but in any case 
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P, c S, since (P,, PO*) is the shortest lower-free pair and if (Q,, Q,*) is a 
pair with l(Q$) = v, then Q, = vi v,. Thus E(S: “) n E(P,) = 0 and 
(S,, ST) ,..., (Sk-,, SC-,), (PO, PO*), (S,, S,*) ,..., (S,, S,*) is a U-increasing 
sequence in 9 since E(P,*) n E(v,v,) # 0, a contradiction. 
Now assume that E(Q,*) - Uy:i’ E(Qi) is completely above Uy!-i’ Qi. 
Then 9” is not a counterexample since e.g. {G, ,..., G,- 1, PO} is a 
generating system of 9 ‘. Suppose that 9’ contains a pair (S, S*‘) with 
u(S*‘) = vi. Then by the definition of PO, the paths does not contain G, 
and so there exists an element G in {G, ,..., G,-, , PO} with u(G) = v,, G c S. 
But G, is the shortest such element, G # Gi (i = l,..., m - l), so G = PO, a 
contradiction with PO # vrv,. Now u(Q,) = v, since if it is not the case then 
let (Q, Q*) be a pair in 9 with u(Q*) = vi. Then (Q,, Q,*),..., (Q,, Q,*), 
(Q, Q*) is a U-increasing sequence of m + 1 members in 9, a contradiction. 
If the upper boundary point of Uy=;’ Qi is not v, then let (Q, Q*) E 9 with 
u(Q*) = vi and let (Q,, Q,*) E 9 with u(Q,) = vU. Now (Q,, Q:) ,..., 
(Qm-1, Qm*-A, <Qov Q,*), (Qv Q*> is a U-increasing sequence of m + 1 
members in Y, a contradiction. Thus the upper boundary point of Uy!-,’ Qi 
is v,. By the maximality of the members of the generating system 
{G cm-1, 1,*--v PO} and since viv, contains E(Q,*“) - lJy=i’ E(Qi), there is a 
path Go in (G, ,..., G,- i, PO} such that u(G,) = v1 and 
E(Q,*") - Uy=-i’ E(QJ c Go c Q,. Then since G, is minimum with upper 
endpoint vi , we have G, c G,c Q, so E(Q,*")nE(G,)=IZI by the 
definition of 9’. Thus G, f vr v,. Then Z(G,) = Z(S,) for some 
(So, S,*) E Y by the maximality of the members of the generating system 
F. Then (Q,, Q?),..., (Qm-l, Qm*-l>, (So, S,*), (Q,, Q3 is a U-increasing 
sequence of m + 1 members in 9, a contradiction. 
Thus finally we may assume that 27 does not contain any lower-free pair 
(P,,P,*) with P,# v,v,. Now choose a pair (P,, P;") ~2 .Y with l(PT) = v, 




(p'p*4)= (P,P* -E(P,)) I 
if P,dP 
if P,cP. 
Now Y4 is a good system obviously and if o”(Y4) = m - 1 then there 
exists a generating system Z’ of m - 1 elements in sP4 by the minimality of 
the counterexample. But then ZU (P,} is a generating system of 9, a 
contradiction. So ~~“(27~) = m. Let (Ti, T;E4),..., (T,, 7’:‘) be a U-increasing 
sequence in Y4. If the lower boundary point of Uy=“=, Ti is not U, then 
(T,, m..., (T,, G), PI 9 p:) is a U-increasing sequence of m + 1 members 
in 9, a contradiction. 
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Hence the lower boundary point of U;“= 1 Ti is 0,. Let (Tk, T$‘) be the 
first member in the sequence such that Z(T,) = II,. Then P, c Tk by the 
choice of (PI, PT) and since if (Tk, Tt) is lower-free then T, = v,v,. But 
then E(T,*“) nE(P,) = 0 by the definition of Y4 and so (T,, Tf),..., 
(Tkel, Tcel), (PI, PF), (T,, Tc),..., (T,, T,*) is a U-increasing sequence of 
m + 1 members, a contradiction. The proof of Theorem 3 is complete. 
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